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Jessica Bryan <jessicabryan17@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Jessica Bryan <jessicabryan17@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 6:14 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Jessica Bryan
1968 Mill Corner Circle
Salt Lake City, UT 84106

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0wS97MEiWXmUsVMMviMG_xICrKpGPnRvIswaA7rtJJ2YbhX/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 6:31 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Elisabeth Hatch
14687 S Snow Leopard Ln
Draper, UT 84020

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Reply-To: Sylvia Wilcox <slyvver58@earthlink.net>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 6:35 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I really don't think this is the time to jeopardize the solar industry or its customers with changes in export rates. While I'm
sure it's a complex issue, isn't it cheaper for Rocky Mountain Power to purchase excess energy from solar customers
than from coal and gas companies? And I'm not just talking about dollar amounts here. The costs go beyond dollars in the
bank.
I hope the Commission will look closely at some of the other studies too before approving RMP's proposal. Buying energy
from clean sources, especially local sources provides savings societally - perhaps indirectly and hard to measure, but
benefits just the same through better health of humans and the environment.
Plus, many are working in the solar industry, and many, including myself, would love to install solar panels and need
incentives to do so still because the costs are still too high for many in the middle or low economic income categories. We
need to keep competition alive as well as allow diverse industries and peoples to thrive.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Wilcox
2689 Imperial Street
SLC, UT 84106

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Reply-To: Austin Kreiter <austinkreit04@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 6:38 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Austin Kreiter
1154 E 500 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84102

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Meagan Gallagher <meagangallagher3@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Meagan Gallagher <meagangallagher3@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 8:54 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Meagan Gallagher
35 F St #421
Salt Lake City, UT 84103

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Reply-To: Justin Banz <Jtbanz@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 9:41 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Justin Banz
2140 W 300 N
West Point, UT 84015

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Jean Tabin <jeantabin@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Jean Tabin <jeantabin@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 9:56 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
I have solar and I know the initial investment is not cheap. A credit rate reduction will discourage people from getting
solar. We all know this. We should also realize that solar can help reduce our air pollution and Salt Lake City has a terrible
problem with air pollution
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Jean Tabin
720W 5200N
Park City, UT 84098

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Reply-To: Patty Uchida <amikomae@outlook.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 9:58 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Patty Uchida
6175 woodland dr
Ogden, UT 84403

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Deere Grey <drgreybacala@outlook.com>
Reply-To: Deere Grey <drgreybacala@outlook.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 10:08 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Deere Grey
3490 s 2300 e
Salt Lake City, UT 84109

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Reply-To: Darcy Mckinley Lester <drc.rose@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Tue, Sep 15, 2020 at 10:40 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Darcy Mckinley Lester
1 Wanda Lane
Springdale, UT 84767

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ALGkd0xWoLfbNZhml_LB-mXVWy-sxG_IbtTui-e22ED4U-RF4O5h/u/0?ik=4a07da40d9&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Deb DenBraber <deb.denbraber@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Deb DenBraber <deb.denbraber@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 5:59 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Deb DenBraber
353 e 1st ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
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To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 6:11 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Verla Whippen
8691 So. Sitka Drive
Sandy, UT 84093
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Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Scholl
380 S 400E
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
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Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 7:23 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident and homeowner of a solar powered home I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s
proposed solar export credit rate (Docket No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Erika Schultz
278 W 250 N
Kamas, UT 84036
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Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 8:17 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Ben Fisher
1753 teal dr
Park city, UT 84098
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Reply-To: Jeremy Howlett <jhowlett12@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 9:04 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
Not only is this the right thing to do for Utah’s air quality today, but it is the right thing to do for our future and our children’s
future.
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Howlett
1924 w 1540 n
Lehi, UT 84043
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Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 9:44 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Devin Boyle
511 1st ave
Slc, UT 84103
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Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 10:27 AM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Cindi Grant
2100 Park Avenue
Park City, UT 84068
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Reply-To: Laura Haug <laurahaug@comcast.net>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 11:37 AM

Dear Commissioners,
Hello,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Laura Haug
Sincerely,
Laura Haug
1809 E 2100 S
Salt Lake, UT 84106
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Leah Pelz <leahepelz@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Leah Pelz <leahepelz@gmail.com>
To: Public Service Commissioners <psc@utah.gov>

Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 12:31 PM

Dear Commissioners,
As a Utah resident, I am writing to ask you to reject Rocky Mountain Power’s proposed solar export credit rate (Docket
No. 17-035-61).
This utility’s proposed export credit rate reduction from 9.4¢/kWh to ~ 1.5¢/kWh is nothing more than an attempt by Rocky
Mountain Power to misrepresent the value of rooftop solar in order to stifle competition and monopolize renewable power
generation. The evidence provided throughout this solar export proceeding has both demonstrated the value of customergenerated exports and shown that Rocky Mountain Power has failed to adequately assess the value of excess solar
energy in its proposed rate change.
A better solution than the proposed rate, which, if approved, would be among the most punitive in the nation, is an
increased solar export credit rate. The Vote Solar Load Research Study demonstrates the value of customer-generated
exports at 22¢ per kilowatt-hour. This value includes10.57¢/kWh from utility-based benefits alone. Environmental and
social benefits add an additional 12/03¢ of benefits.
While it is important to recognize that rooftop solar customers are still very much on the grid, utilizing utility infrastructure,
one cannot fairly calculate the cost of this over the many benefits to the grid, customers, and community provided by
rooftop solar.
Rooftop solar creates many system-wide benefits enjoyed by all Rocky Mountain Power service area customers and the
utility itself. Distributed energy generation from rooftop solar contributes to grid flexibility and resilience and avoids costly
transmission upgrades. Additionally, rooftop solar helps create consumer choice and keeps customer dollars local. A
punitive export credit rate would take all of these benefits away and would further exclude low-income communities from
consumer choice. Rapid implementation of the utility’s proposed export credit rate would create a shock for rooftop solar
customers and the solar industry. Reducing the export credit by 84% would also jeopardize thousands of local jobs and
create additional cost risks for customers through fuel price volatility and major infrastructure development.
Rooftop solar helps to ensure safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service, the guidance by which the
Commission is to assess rate proposals. Evidence brought forth throughout this proceeding and by dozens of cases
throughout the country confirm that a reduced solar export credit is the inappropriate regulatory response to rooftop solar
and will serve to disincentivize the integration of renewable energy into Utah’s energy portfolio. Please consider
increasing the export credit rate to reflect the real benefits created by rooftop solar.
Sincerely,
Leah Pelz
1649 W 2700 S
West valley coty, UT 84119
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Jack Rasmuson <jack.rasmuson@gmail.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 4:30 PM

Please oppose Rocky Mountain Power's proposed solar rate changes. I have been saving up planning to add solar
panels to my roof, but if the proposed rate change goes into effect, I would not be able to recuperate my investment. I
also have family members, friends, and neighbors who already have already invested in solar and would be negatively
impacted by this change. We need to be encouraging people to adopt solar in order to help clean our polluted air and
mitigate the warming of our climate not to mention the potential job growth of incentivizing solar here in Utah. I urge you
to side with the people and the community over the Rocky Mountain Power's corporate interests.
Thank you,
Jack Rasmuson
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Alice Steiner <alicelsteiner@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Alice.L.Steiner@gmail.com
To: "psc@utah.gov" <psc@utah.gov>

Wed, Sep 16, 2020 at 4:34 PM

Dear Friends,
I write to encourage you to not approve Rocky Mountain Power’s request to lower the amount paid to solar customers for
the use of the electricity generated by their solar panels at 1.5 cents per kilowatt hour. Rooftop solar has significant
potential to reduce both the greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution of Rocky Mountain Power’s electrical generation.
These future benefits are difficult to quantify, but we can anticipate that there will be fewer solar panels installed on homes
if the rate paid to customers for electrical power is significantly less than the rate paid to RMP for comparable power.
Fewer solar panels means more Greenhouse Gas Emissions and more pollution. Let’s do the right thing and encourage
the growth of private solar generation.
I note that I do have solar panels on my home and do provide the net electricity generated to Rocky Mountain Power. I
also own an electric car and have air conditioning. I pay RMP an additional surcharge each month to support their Blue
Sky programs. I want to see the air cleaned up and Utah lowering its CO2 emissions. The RMP request in this docket is
a step backwards.
Alice Steiner
Salt Lake City
-Alice Larkin Steiner
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